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As Mazars and the Compliance Institute collaborate for 
the third time to publish our Individual Accountability 
Framework (IAF) Awareness and Readiness survey 
report, we are delighted with the continued high 
engagement level of members. Our November 2023 
report is based on 126 survey responses from the 
members of the Compliance Institute. 

As we publish our third report, we can now analyse 
emerging trends across the financial services (FS) 
sector concerning the level of preparedness for the IAF 
and its perceived impacts.

Quarter 4 2023 has undoubtedly become a crucial 
period for the sector as it prepares itself to implement 
fitness and probity enhancements, the Senior 
Executive Accountability Regime (SEAR) and an 
amended Administration Procedure in 2024.

We hope you find the report insightful and supportive 
as you finalise your IAF arrangements. 

The forthcoming IAF regime remains a key area of 
focus for the Compliance Institute as our IAF Working 
Group supports members in getting ready for its 
implementation. 

We have issued very comprehensive responses to 
the CBI’s two consultations - CP153 - Enhanced 
governance, performance and accountability in 
financial services Regulation and Guidance under the 
Central Bank (Individual Accountability Framework) 
Act 2023 and CP154 - Consolidated Guidelines in 
respect of the Central Bank’s Administrative Sanctions 
Procedure. We have met the CBI to discuss the issues 
raised, held a number of CPD events and produced 
podcasts dealing with various aspects of the new 
regime. 

This survey of 126 Compliance Institute members 
responsible for compliance in a wide range of financial 
services organisations throughout the country 
highlights the trends and changing perspectives of 
members over the past 18 months. The results are 
certainly interesting and informative, not only for the 
profession but also for the wider business community, 
regulators and government. 
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Partner, Head of Financial Services 
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CEO, Compliance Institute
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IAF readiness snapshot

Will the  implementation 
of the IAF make it difficult 
for firms to recruit 
individuals into PCF roles?

Key activities documented in IAF implementation plans 

The top five actions respondents have taken so far include:

Will the implementation 
of the IAF requirements 
result in financial services 
customers experiencing 
better customer outcomes?

Do you believe that your 
firm's IAF readiness has 
improved when compared 
to this time last year?

Is your firm confident that it will 
achieve implementation of the 
fitness and probity enhancements 
(e.g., certification requirements 
and conduct standards) by the 
current deadlines?

Will the IAF requirements bring about 
meaningful positive change in culture 
and  behaviours in the financial 
services industry?
Yes, significant change

Yes, minor change

Reviewed and/
or enhanced their 
fitness and probity 
processes 

Reviewed and/
or enhanced 
their corporate 
governance 
arrangements 

Design and roll-
out of generic 
IAF training 
and awareness 
material

Established 
a formal IAF 
implementation 
project

Review and/or 
enhance their 
fitness and probity 
processes 

Developed an 
approved IAF 
implementation 
plan

Design and roll–out 
of role–specific 
IAF training and 
awareness material

Prepared an initial 
management 
responsibilities 
map

Review and 
update of its 
Job descriptions 
and employee 
contracts

Review and/
or enhance 
its corporate 
governance 
arrangements

83% Yes
76% 2022

89%
Yes
86%
Yes

90%
Yes

34% 50% 2022

39% 202252%
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Introduction

Welcome to our third individual accountability framework 
awareness and readiness survey report

During 2022, Mazars and the Compliance Institute partnered to assess the level of awareness and readiness 
for implementing an IAF within the financial services sector. Our March 2022 and November  2022 reports 
were published at a time when the proposed IAF requirements were at the Bill stage in the legislative process.

During 2023, significant progress has been made in the formalising of the IAF requirements, specifically:

• 9 March 2023 – Central Bank (Individual Accountability Framework) Act 2023 (Act) was signed into law.

• 13 March 2023 – The Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) launched a three-month consultation on the 
implementation of the IAF, including the publication of draft regulation and guidance.

• 22 June 2023 – The CBI launched a 12-week consultation on proposed updates to the Administration 
Sanctions Procedure.

As of 9 November 2023, we are still awaiting the publication of the final IAF regulation and guidance, which 
Regulated Financial Service Providers (RFSPs or firms) will be required to implement. 

The Compliance Institute, through its IAF Working Group, has actively contributed to the consultation 
processes mentioned above and will continue to represent the perspective of its members. 

Purpose
In light of the advancements made about the IAF requirements in the past 12 months and the impending 
expected deadline for implementation of the fitness and probity enhancements (as outlined in the Act and 
the CBI’s draft regulation and guidance), Mazars and the Compliance Institute felt this was the opportune 
time to re-launch our IAF awareness and readiness survey. 

By utilising the data from our previous reports, in conjunction with our recent 126 survey respondents, we can 
now report on trends and changing perspectives about IAF readiness and awareness over the last 18 months 
based on member feedback. 
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63%

67%

49%

45%

46%

36%

28%

62%

42%

60%

72%

83%

63%

73%

51%

65%

50%

60%

41%

57%

Has your Board 
and/or Executive 
Committee 
considered the 
impact of SEAR/
IAF in the past 12 
months?

Do you think that there 
is an increased personal 
risk for individuals taking 
a PCF role in the future as 
a direct consequence of 
the IAF requirements?

Mar Nov Nov

82%

73%
70%

2022 2022 2023

Mar Nov Nov

93%

86%
83%

2022 2022 2023

Yes

2023

2023 Yes



An industry that is advancing its 
preparation for the IAF and confident of 
timely implementation
Our survey results demonstrate that firms have 
made significant progress in their preparations 
for implementing the IAF requirements compared 
to November 2022. This is evidenced by the high 
confidence levels of timely implementation, 
with 86% of respondents believing their firm will 
implement the fitness and probity enhancements 
within the deadlines. Additionally, 89% of survey 
respondents believe that their firm's readiness for 
IAF has improved when compared to November 
2022.

The above results  are further underpinned by 
positive increases in other key results that we have 
tracked across our past surveys:

• 82% of Boards of Directors have now considered 
the impact of IAF in the past 12 months, 
compared to 70% in March 2022 and 73% in 
November 2022.

• 72% of respondents reported they have reviewed 
and enhanced their fitness and probity process, 
compared to 63% in November 2022.

• There is evidence that firms are implementing 
enhanced project governance, 56% of 
respondents in November 2023 (49% in 
November 2022), while 45% have formal 
IAF project plans in November 2023 (23% in 
November 2022).

Sentiment of IAF as a lever for positive 
cultural change remains a constant
Throughout all of our surveys, respondents have 
consistently noted that they believe IAF will be a 
catalyst for positive cultural change and better 
customer outcomes across the FS sector. 

The same conclusions can be drawn from our 
November 2023 survey results, although the positive 
sentiment of respondents has reduced slightly:

• 86% believe implementing IAF will result in 
meaningful positive cultural change in culture 
and behaviours (89% in November 2022 and 
79% in March 2022).

• 83% believe that IAF will result in customers 
experiencing better outcomes (76% in November 
2022).

41% believe that IAF will have a positive impact on 
business performance (40% in November 2022).

Increasing levels of concern about the 
impact of IAF on individuals
As we move closer to the implementation of the 
fitness and probity enhancements initially, followed 
by the Senior Executive Accountability Regime, the 
level of perceived personal risk associated with 
holding a Pre-Approval Controlled Function (PCF) 
continues to increase. The ability to attract talent 
into PCF and Controlled Function (CF) roles is also a 
concern. Specifically, our survey noted:

• 93% believe that the IAF will result in increased 
personal risk for PCFs (86%, November 2022 
and 82%, March 2022).

• 91% believe that IAF will make it more difficult 
to recruit PCFs in the future (84%, November 
2022).

• 69% believe that IAF will make it more difficult to 
recruit CFs in the future.

Key findings 
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Detailed survey results

What type of firm do you work in?

What best describes your role in your firm?

What section of your firm do you work in?

Funds sector

Other

Other

Other

Payment institutions

Electronic money institutionsInvestment firm

Intermediary

Manager – 
Controlled 

Function

3rd line of 
defence

Board Member 
(i.e. Non-
Executive 
Director)

Insurance firm

Non-Executive 
Director

1st line of 
defence

23%

2%

14%

14%

24%

6% 3%

11%

29%

9%
9%

17%

48%

71%

15%

26%

2%

18%

12%

29%

2%

18%

29%

2%

2%

24%

40%

71%

18%

26%

8%

18%

11%

35%

5%

24%

21%

5%

14%

21%

36%

72%

18%

Credit institution

Executive Senior 
Manager – 

Pre-Approved 
Controlled Function

2nd line of 
defence

March 2022

March 2022

March 2022

November 2022

November 2022

November 2022

November 2023

November 2023

November 2023

New categories in 2023
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Detailed survey results

What are the key activities/actions documented in your IAF 
implementation plan?

Design and roll-
out of generic 

IAF training and 
awareness material

Design and roll-out 
of role specific 

IAF training and 
awareness material

Review and/
or enhance its 

fitness and probity 
processes

Review and/or enhance 
its performance 

management processes

Review and update of 
its Job descriptions 

and employee 
contracts

Review and/or 
enhance its strategy

Review and/
or enhance its 

corporate governance 
arrangements 

Review and/
or enhance its 

product governance 
arrangements

Design of IAF specific 
management 

information metrics, 
or equivalent

Designing and 
implementing a reasonable 

steps and/or a duty of 
responsibility policy 

Utilising formal project 
governance and the 

appointment of a dedicated 
project manager

Review and consideration 
if its defined culture, 
values and behavior 

corporate statements

Review and/or 
enhance its conduct 

risk management 
framework or equivalent

Selecting and implementing 
software/technology solution to 
assist in maintaining compliance 

with the IAF requirements

67%

83%

36%

43%

36%

65%

28%

21%

26%

26%

52%

55%

24%

30%

47%

44%

21%

29%

Detailed survey results

What steps/actions has your firm taken in preparation for the IAF?

Has your Board and/or Executive Committee considered the impact 
of SEAR/IAF in the past 12 months?

Where you noted that your firm HAS established an IAF 
implementation plan, do you have knowledge of the contents and 
actions documented in the IAF implementation plan?

Reviewed and/
or enhanced its 

fitness and probity 
processes

Established a formal 
IAF implementation 

project

Reviewed and/
or enhanced its 

corporate governance 
arrangements

Prepared an initial 
management 

responsibilities map

Reviewed and/or 
enhanced its conduct risk 
management framework 

or, equivalent

Developed an 
approved IAF 

implementation plan

Reviewed and/
or enhanced its 

strategy

Reviewed and/
or enhanced its 

performance 
management processes

Reviewed and/
or enhanced its 

product governance 
arrangements

Prepared a 
reasonable steps 

and/or duty of 
responsibility policy

63%

72%

49%

63%

46%

51%

19%31%

33%

41%

28%

50%

19%

22%

19%

27%

% %
8

39

14

73

12

% %%

10 13
2718

82

61

73 70

March 2022November 2022 November 2022November 2023 November 2023

November 2023

November 2023

November 2023

November 2022

November 2022

Yes

No

No

Do not 
know

Yes

New categories in 2023

November 2022

Reviewed and/
or enhanced its 

culture, values and 
behaviours

39%

37%

42%

41%

45%

73%

59%

46%

60%

57%

62%

60%

Review and/
or enhance its 

culture, values and 
behaviours

41%

48%

26%

15%
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Where your firm has established a formal project, who is the sponsor 
of the project?

Detailed survey results

Head of Human 
Resources

Chief Risk Officer

Chief Operating 
OfficerChief Executive 

Officer

23% 14%

11%17%

15%

31% 4%

10.5%44%

10.5%

26% 11%

24%21%

18%

Chief Compliance 
Officer

Detailed survey results

NoYes

0

10

20

30

40

50

Credit 
institution

Insurance 
firm

Intermediary Investment 
firm

Other

14%

86%

Is your firm confident that it will achieve implementation of the fitness 
and probity enhancements (e.g., certification requirements and 
conduct standards) by the current deadlines?

Do you think the IAF requirements will bring about meaningful positive 
change in culture and  behaviours in the financial services industry?

Do you think the IAF requirements will lead to financial services 
professionals becoming more risk averse in their decision making?

14 11

52
39

34

50

79

84
8182

March 2022

March 2022

November 2022

November 2022

November 2023

November 2023

Yes

No

21

16
19

18

%

%

%

%

%

%
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March 2022November 2022November 2023

Yes, 
significant 

change

Yes, 
minor 

change

No



Detailed survey results

Do you think the IAF requirements will impact overall business 
performance?

Do you think the implementation of the IAF requirements will result in 
financial services customers (i.e., corporate and retail) experiencing 
better customer outcomes?

17

17

24

20

54

42

50

40

29

41

26

40

November 2022

November 2022

November 2023

November 2023

Yes, 
significant 

change

Yes, 
significant 

change

Yes, 
minor 

change

Yes, 
minor 

change

No

No

%%

% %

Detailed survey results

Do you think the implementation of the IAF requirements will make 
it more difficult for impacted firms to recruit individuals into PCF 
roles?

Do you think that there is an increased personal risk for individuals 
taking a PCF role in the future as a direct consequence of the IAF 
requirements?

83
8693

March 2022November 2022November 2023

Yes

No

18
147

10 16

58 34

32
50

November 2022November 2023

A lot more 
difficult

A little more 
difficult

No

%

%

% %

%
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What aspects of the IAF requirements would you value greater 
clarity with respect to regulatory expectations and/or what good 
practice looks like?

Management 
responsibilities 

mapping and allocation 
of prescribed 

responsibilities

Designing a certification 
process

Defining and allocating 
responsibilities

Obligations on holding 
companies

Documenting 
and evidencing 

reasonable steps

Management of an 
investigation pursuant 
to the Administrative 
Sanctions Procedure

Defining and 
enforcing internal 

breaches of conduct 
standards

Demonstrating that 
your firm acts in 

the interests of its 
customers

70%

39%

54%

61%

18%

53%

59%

45%

59%

37%

45%

36%

36%

A lot more 
difficult Yes, 

significant 
improvement

A little more 
difficult Yes, 

minor 
improvement

No
No

0

10

20

30

40

50

Credit 
institution

Insurance 
firm

Intermediary Investment 
firm

Other

31%
54%

15%

0

10

20

30

40

50

Credit 
institution

Insurance 
firm

Intermediary Investment 
firm

Other

11%

40%

49%

Do you think the implementation of the IAF requirements will make it 
more difficult for impacted firms to recruit individuals into CF roles?

Do you believe that your firm's IAF readiness has improved when 
compared to this time last year?

November 2023

November 2022

Detailed survey results Detailed survey results

New categories in 2023
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hillaut amusame cus consequas auditibus et alitium nusam 
versperum lanit omnimporem nimagnam etur maximoluptat eos 
earum excerum volupta tiuntia con rernatur, quiam, nime nobit 
quiaecu ptatus sitia dolenis mo eum, sita doluptatet andem

Usciistibus eate landam nobisimint ipit illorerfere, 
que experumet quam aut laboraes dolorat atemod 
eatur, offic tet la volorio riscit officita consed quid 
molor alitatu saesequos etur, te dolenis por si res vit 
harum volori audi descid explici berro cum quat que 
vel ipsam untios quam veligeni ipsa quae officiist, 
consed minctur?

Des aut eossita tatest, ut eni quibeatur, sandi 
sequi quiatque nate dolore dolupta musantorerum 
alique qui nonse alissi autempostrum reptatquas 
et ma ne laborepel ipit enti blautem restiusape 
nus as molenditia quas saerfercium est est liti a 
que intium intur, sim et la voloratur a nostium sam, 
que poratisto dolenis eum quos sinimin imaiore 
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tota velitet elique voluptatem arum qui simi, con es 
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nihilictem. Otasitis dolent ut quam nonsequ iaspita 
temporerorum hil il ipsuntio. Neserios diciente et 
quam auda volecabo. Ga. Itas qui as maxime remqui 
veribus maionsequias solo tes re, sunt velignient.

Faces et ulparun tistrum, sum quodis etur, nosam 
volest, od que eos nos andam inum sime volorehent 
mi, occupta dunt laccuptam, cum volore, to blaborro 
min rest, si nissi omnihit quodignat essit, tecto 
magnimus de neceptatque conet ressequ aernate 
laborpost ut et aliat aut quisinus que milit pe pellese 
cersperoviti quiaectur mostrum, tem. Udae nos 
sitessum alibusciur? Lupta corepelese ni tem landam 
volorio voluptis rem fugiae essintisci ommodis expla 
simpori buscitas exceperibus, sed quam qui re et 
harchiliquam doloreptatur at.

Imincias conet ute plibus, quassit officil milique sunt 
odignit officab id ma doloriaecea idit voluptatis aute 
nus, cullor aruptatem rerunde nducit eos molutet 
latio. Liquo di cus aut fuga. Ita voluptium sandes 

maximin rerfere peratur iaectempore nectus dio 
coria dolor ma que dolum qui aut dolest evenis aut 
iuritiam, tem et re etum, nonsed quis as ipsam sunt, 
nones amus, evenden ihictur solorate volupti re 
dolum sin rehendunt lam evenderiasi to doloremqui 
occus, tet enderro quiam, sam volut libus, cus.

Volor sequam que solore voluptiumque el eos 
quasseditae plandit atasit, sequi volupta tioratur? 
Cuptatque vollabo. Nequam, quid molenem se nos 
audit voles eaquam non consedist labore autem 
niendi de rae. Itaquundi temquame comnis et ut 
fuga. Bis doloreici velita verumquia doluptatio 
dolupiet acere, offic tempore et eversperiate es 
volesti aut labo. Nonet dolo id et velicil est veriatia 
dolorit, ut fuga. Cae sequunt ionseque cum, senis et 
aut dolor magnis comnim sim voluptas et acerum, 
officia cusanimpore volorib usdante verior sed quod 
modist que aut laborat.

 • Volent quas es demos pelecto offic tempediscium 
fugia dus volorporum fuga. Nem faccus atem 
dit rerspera cusam acernat intorenimus reriam 
idictur?

 • Uciatem que molorep eritibus es eum, aut 
esequiatur seditet, ut re nem nimoles ant volupta 
tentiatis si audae nonseque omnihic iandis 
magnisi temqui occum quis alic tem iducium 
voluptatur?

 • Di remos aceaquos etur, uteseque porem 
qui cusam quaeperferis es ma sincipsusae 
doluptatibus qui oditatae. Et modit, omnihilique 
voluptaeptas simpedi dis res aspercipisi aut aces 
doluptiost, coreius aditior eptatiosam cullam idus 
unt.

Aximoluptius dolorum rerum qui to eostrum enimil 
idiam dolor magnatum hit, optat quam, ad que 
excerciet laut exerissit, torro temporis re quo blandi
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Compliance Institute (previously the Association of 
Compliance Officers in Ireland (ACOI)) was established 
in 2002.  With over 3,250 plus members, Compliance 
Institute is the premier provider of education and 
professional development in compliance and is the largest 
global association of compliance professionals, offering 
the largest suite of compliance programmes anywhere in 
the world. The Compliance Institute’s focus is on bringing 
the compliance community together and facilitating 
effective networking which helps members build a contact 
base that can support them in their role and career.

www.compliance.ie 


